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The level of energy that some people have over this question rivals the
passion displayed over the divisive questions facing our democracy. It’s
not clear though whether the pro vs. con camps align in anyway with
Republican vs. Democratic parties. At issue: the efficacy of septic tank
additives such as RID-X®, or any other brand of household wastewater
treatments that are flushed down toilets on a monthly or weekly basis, and
the belief that they’ll help ensure “healthy” operation of their septic system.
According to the Maryland Department of the Environment, there are
approximately 420,000 septic systems treating toilet waste in the state of
Maryland. As of late 2015, about 21 million households in the United States
– that’s about one fifth of all households, are served by some form of septic
system as opposed to public sewer.
Septic tanks can range in size from about 500 gallons to 2,500 gallons or
so. Service companies that pump out, inspect, and maintain these systems
charge anywhere from $100 to $1,000 depending on size and many other
factors. Many of the companies that provide septic tank pumping services
recommend that tanks be pumped and inspected every two to five years –
depending on size, design, use, and the number of people it serves.
Some folks say that if your septic system is properly sized and used
properly, you should never have to pump it out. Especially so, they argue,
if you use one of the “stimulator” products regularly as directed.
Other folks say that you should have your septic system pumped out and
inspected on a regular schedule based on your circumstances.

So, who is right? Who is to be believed? Why is there such a polarity of
opinion on this issue? As with many other controversial matters or pro and
con debates, it is often a matter of who has the most convincing argument.
And, as with almost everything in this world, money is certainly playing a
role in this debate. Some believe that you might just as well shred dollar
bills and flush them down the toilet and you’ll have the same result – a
complete waste of money. Other people swear by these miracle enzymes.
Obviously, the people who make money by pumping, maintaining and
replacing septic systems would like you to spend money doing those
things. So, are they likely to recommend a product that reduces or
eliminates the need for their services? Just as obvious, the people who
make money by manufacturing and selling the products they claim will keep
your septic system chugging along with minimal or no need for service will
tell you it works great. Can they both be right? Where can the truth be
found? Are there unbiased companies or organizations that have the
answer?
The Carroll County Health Department has this to say in their
Environmental Health Septic System Manual published at:
http://cchd.maryland.gov/environmental-health-septic-system-manual/
FOR BEST SERVICE THESE PRECAUTIONS ARE SUGGESTED:
Become familiar with the location of the components of your septic
system. Check your diagram.
Do not allow motor vehicles to drive over any part of your underground
system. The underground pipes could be crushed or broken, which could
stop the operation of the system.
Do not plant trees or shrubs on or near the system. Their roots may
enter the fields and clog them.
Do not overload your septic system. The septic tank should receive all
wastewater from your house, including that from dishwashers, washing
machines, and garbage grinders.

Rainwater from downspouts, sump pumps, water from foundation drains
or other relatively clean water should not be piped into your septic tank or
disposal field. To do so could flood the tank, stir up the contents, and carry
some of the solids or grease to the disposal fields, sand mound or seepage
pit.
For best service, cooking greases and fats should be poured into an
expendable container that can be disposed of with the trash or garbage. If
these substances are poured into a kitchen sink, they tend to cause
trouble, since they harden in the sewer pipes and increase the scum layer
in the septic tank.
Check the level of solids in your tank once a year to determine if it needs
cleaning. You can do this by following the steps in the back of this booklet
in the section – “Checking Your Septic Tank.”
Ask your Health Department about a list of licensed septage haulers,
listed in the yellow pages of your telephone book under “Septic Tanks and
Systems.” They are equipped to clean the solids and scum out of your
septic tank. Failure to clean the septic tank when needed allows solids and
scum to pass into the disposal field or seepage pit. The seepage area can
then become clogged and force sewage to the surface of the ground or
back into the house. This creates a hazard to the health of your family and
neighbors. Also, when your septic system fails, sinks and toilets will not
drain. Correction may be expensive. Some corrections require continuing
expenditures of money.

Flushing yeast or chemicals into the system will not
reduce the solids in the tank; this is not a substitute for
cleaning. If such products had value, the Health Department
would be the first to suggest their use. The natural bacteria
in the tank provide the most efficient cleaning method. On the
other hand, the amounts of bleaches, cleaners, and drain cleaning
chemical generally used are so small in relation to the septic tank capacity
that they do not interfere with the operation of the system.

When the tank is cleaned, a small amount of sludge should be left in it.
This provides bacteria for the decomposition process.
If you have any questions or problems, CALL YOUR LOCAL HEALTH
DEPARTMENT. Their personnel will advise and help you in any way they
can.
PLEASE REMEMBER TWO IMPORTANT THINGS: The care and
maintenance of your private sewage disposal system is your responsibility.
Septic system overflow is human waste, which can carry disease, cause
offensive odors, and attract flies. You need to prevent or correct
breakdowns to protect your family and neighbors. When an overflowing
private sewage disposal system creates a hazard to the community’s
health, the Health Department must take action – often action against you.
Second, remember that neglected systems can be very expensive to
repair. The money saved by lack of maintenance is lost very quickly when
replacing a failed system. If your system has not been checked within the
past two years, it would be wise to do so.9. Flushing yeast or chemicals
into the system will not reduce the solids in the tank; this is not a substitute
for cleaning. If such products had value, the Health Department would be
the first to suggest their use. The natural bacteria in the tank provide the
most efficient cleaning method.
The following link will take you to a site packed full of information about
septic systems that does not seem to have any hidden agendas. See what
you think: http://www.septicsystem.com/
Hopefully, unbiased scientific study will be a good resource. Here is link to
the peer-reviewed article, “Septic Tank Additive Impacts on Microbial
Populations”, as published in the Journal of Environmental Health in
January/February 2008:
https://www.aero-stream.com/wp-content/uploads/Additives-DontWork_Journal-of-Environmental-Health.pdf
This article is also reprinted here:

RID-X® is probably the best known brand name of dozens if not hundreds
of similar products available. RID-X® is readily available and currently sells
on Amazon for about $7.00 for a 9.8 ounce box of powder (recommended
as a single monthly treatment). That’s approximately $11.43 per pound.
And, if done monthly, that’s $84.00 per year plus shipping and taxes.
Here is a link to their website: http://www.rid-x.com/
And, the following information is copied directly from their main webpage:
HOW DOES RID-X® WORK?
RID-X® septic maintenance solutions help restore the balance in your
septic system
RID-X® Septic Tank System Treatment contains billions of 100% natural
active septic tank bacteria and enzymes that have been scientifically
proven to digest household waste. These bacteria were developed to be
more active than the bacteria that naturally occur in your septic tank. By
adding RID-X®, you help restore the delicate balance of beneficial septic
tank bacteria and enzymes that are needed to help keep your system
operating at full efficiency and avoid costly septic maintenance.
Each box of RID-X® contains the following ingredients, scientifically proven
to break down household waste:
Cellulase breaks down toilet paper, vegetable matter and some foods
Lipase breaks down fats, oils and grease
Protease breaks down proteins
Amylase breaks down starches
How soon does RID-X® begin to activate and work?
Immediately. The enzymes begin working as soon as they come in
contact with water and the waste they break down. The septic tank bacteria
take 2-4 hours to germinate, multiplying to the maximum level that the
environment will allow in about 2-4 days if the temperature and conditions

are favorable. However, with the constant flow of sewage in, and water out
of the tank, it is important to add RID-X® according to label directions in
order to keep the RID-X® septic tank bacteria level at its highest. Because
septic systems vary so much, we cannot make assertions on how quickly
the bacteria and enzymes will break down waste.
WHY IS RID-X® A SMART CHOICE FOR YOUR SEPTIC TANK
SYSTEM?
Adding RID-X® to the septic system each month is a simple septic
maintenance solution that will help prolong the life of your septic system.
Trusted for more than 50 years. Septic system owners have long relied
on RID-X® along with occasional pumping to help keep their septic
systems free-flowing.
Breaks down paper. RID-X® contains cellulase enzymes, the only
enzyme that can digest paper.
Breaks down grease. RID-X® is designed to attack grease in your septic
tank, breaking it down to slow the accumulation of the greasy scum layer,
which, if left unchecked, can compromise the function of your septic
system.
Inexpensive and easy to use. Just flush it down the toilet. There's no
mess, mixing or waiting.
Safe for pipes and plumbing. RID-X® contains 100% natural active
bacteria and enzymes. Our septic tank bacteria formula contains no
harmful or harsh chemicals and won't harm your pipes or plumbing. Use it
with complete confidence.
Three convenient formulas. RID-X® Gelpacs, RID-X® Powder and RIDX® Liquid.
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Additional sources of information about septic systems:
Aero-Stream LLC
https://www.aero-stream.com/the-absolute-truth-about-septic-tankadditives-they-dont-work/
Anne Arundel County Department of Health
https://aahealth.org/programs/env-hlth/well-septic-systems/guidelinesmaintaining
Carroll County Health Department
http://cchd.maryland.gov/environmental-health-septic-system-manual/
How Much Does it Cost to Pump Out a Septic Tank?
https://www.kompareit.com/homeandgarden/plumbing-compare-septictank-cleaning-cost.html
National Environmental Services Center
http://www.nesc.wvu.edu/pdf/ww/septic/pl_fall04.pdf
Purdue University Home Extension Service
https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/henv/henv-13-w.pdf
Septic Tank Pumping Guide: When NOT to Pump Out A Septic Tank
https://inspectapedia.com/septic/Do_Not_Pump_Septic_Tank.php
Virginia On-Site Wastewater Recycling Association
http://www.vowra.org/content.asp?contentid=61
U.S Department of Health and Human Services
https://hpd.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/household/brands?tbl=brands&id=18001198
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